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The folloiuing is a case study of cumcuiar change at a Middle
 
School in Riuerside County. The specific topic of discussion is the
 
cause and impact of the fiue-year restructuring plan on the
 
Language Arts 7 curriculum at the Middle School. LUhether
 
induced by increased birth rates among minorities or an
 
enormous influK ofimmigrants,more minorities are not hauing
 
their needs met in schools or ineuitably the job market. The
 
groLJing gap betiueen the uniuersal needs of today's uiork force
 
and the knoujledge and skills job-seeking students haue
 
presents just one reason to focus on multicultural concerns.
 
Still, seueral situational factors haue contributed to the need for
 
multicultural organization,curriculum,and instruction of
 
schools.
 
Due to changes in the district's demographics,more minority
 
students attend the Middle School. They come from "at risk"
 
circumstances that are not compatible uiith former traditional
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 teaching enuironments. The adolescents do not relate to most
 
ualues educators usually communicate to students as tools for
 
success, items from this "hidden curriculum" range from the
 
importance of diligence and punctuality to deueloping
 
interpersonal skills to ujork uje|| Qthers. Houjeuer,many
 
minority youngsters lacjc eKposure to these and fail to see houi
 
they can empouier them to thriue and compete uiith peers,
 
instead in such settings,Instructors can not eKpect students to
 
arriue in class properly fed,adequately rested,anuious to iearn,
 
respectful of authority,self-disciplined in studies,
 
fuilg-supported by parents,speaking and uiriting English
 
fluently,or ualuing the Information and education offered. Rs a
 
result, nontraditional teaching styles and resources must be
 
incorporated into classroom climate to reach minorities.
 
Multicult^^ education aiiouis using more than a common
 
core of materials to teach concepts and to engage the interests
 
of a diuerse group of students. Transfer ofinformation occurs
 
on seueral leuels simultaneously. On one,the teacher utMizes
 
numerous methods to present information. lUhile teaching
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concepts,teachers can elaborate on and further deuelop them
 
by making comparisons and contrasts among different cultural
 
perspectiues. Hauing more global discussions that Include
 
ethnic,class, religious,and family issues alloujsome students to
 
see part of the uiorld they already ualue as it relates to that of
 
classmates and school itself. In other words,such approaches
 
may be their only link to learning.
 
LUithout multicultural education, all students will remain
 
acadamically undeueloped and culturally illiterate. Just
 
attending class is not enough. Students need to sharpen
 
scholastic and social skills to become fully-functional,
 
intelligent, decision-making adults. They must be enposed to
 
and educated about cultural diuersity. Only by openly sharing
 
ideas and eKperiences in a safe,structured setting can students
 
erradicate stereotypes, prejudices,and other communication
 
obstacles. Local and minority cultures haue to be preserued and
 
respected(regarded highly)in public as well as priuate spheres.
 
Failing to do so will haue tragic results. Ignorahce or lack of
 
knowledge will merely continue to perpetuate the historical
 
cycles of racism,oppression, uiolence,and inequality (Schofield,
 
1982).
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CHAPTER ONE: GENERBL INTRODUCTION
 
fln area of utmost concern at the Middle School is the need to
 
restructure curriculum and integrate multicultural education into
 
the Language Arts program. Attention and effort must be
 
deuoted to inuoluing multiple perspectiues and interpretations.
 
Only those uiho relate to and reflect upon the materials can
 
achieue permanent concept attainment.Since reflectiue thinking
 
is essential to learning and language deuelopment, a
 
midely-based, uiell-halanced multicultural curriculum must be
 
deuised and implemented to maximize the number of students
 
mho benefit.
 
According to Section 1 of the Education Reform Act,
 
curriculum serues tmp main functions: "1. promoting the
 
spiritual, moral, cultural, mental and physical deuelopment of
 
pupils at the school and of society, and 2. preparing such pupils
 
for opportunities, responsibilities and enperiences of adult life"
 
(Cough,1989,p. 17).
 
To a large extent, students control their omn learning
 
processes. They decide mhether or not to relate their
 
eKperiences with academic actiuities. The pupils' Interests and
 
energies affect their uiillingness to participate and meet course
 
challenges, instructors can only rely on their repetoire of
 
teaching strategies to teach effectiuely. By presenting dluerse
 
perspectiues and alloujing structured student interaction,
 
concepts can be truly defined and understood. On the other
 
hand, one would be blindly mistaken to belieue learning is the
 
automatic result of "good teaching."
 
n middle school can address many problems,such as gangs,
 
stereotypes,and drugs, by undertaking a multicultural approach.
 
"It is through the knowledge of languages and cultures that we
 
best begin to know and comprehend the scope and significance
 
of human eKperience in history,from ancient times to modern;it
 
is through the knowledge of languages and cultures that we
 
best learn to toler^ and appreciate cultural and linguistic
 
diuersitg at home,tO understand our contemporaries abroad and
 
so achieue our full potential as citizens of the world" (Gaston,
 
1984, p. 1).
 
One of the main reasons Rmerican society has become so
 
dysfunctional is the fact that people fail to acknouiiedge or to
 
respect the uarious cultures around them. Rs a whole, U.S.
 
citizens haue an oueriuhelming Ignorance about houi cultural
 
Identities and Influences ihay stem from one's religion, sen,
 
profession, social standing,family, or geographical location, and
 
notJust from one's ethnic/racial background(Metz,1978).
 
lUhen It comes to eliminating racism, education can be a
 
dynamic tool. Multlculturallsm can be a primary isource of power
 
or main catalyst for societal change. Students can be
 
empowered by learning from a well-balanced and
 
fully-lntergrated curriculum that focuses on social and cultural
 
Issues. Furthermore, educators can fulfill their obligation to
 
help students get a better grasp of goals for themselues and
 
their surroundings.
 
In Rmerlcan education,two of the primary functions are to
 
transmit culture and to respond to culture by acknowledging
 
changes In people's Hues and social conditions. Reshaping
 
society through Its educational Institutions can Improue lluing
 
conditions of the present and future citizens. Teachers can
 
integrate subject matter and make It releuant to children's Hues,
 
instead of demoralizing and inualidating those cultures
 
independent of the mainstream,instructors shoijld demonstrate
 
and perpetuate cultural diuersity and pluralistic societal ualues
 
through literature. Minority parents and students can learn to
 
maintain their ouin culture and iinguistic dialectics and
 
simultaneously seek pqiuer and respect in the dominant culture.
 
Before students can truly understand and respect others,
 
their language, literature, or life style, they haue to understand
 
themselues and houj they relate to the uiorld. The purpose of
 
school Is to glue youngsters eKperiences to master, articulate,
 
and use dominant symbol systems of the culture. Studying
 
dialect uarieties can be an effectiue tool to such initial
 
perspectiue-taking.
 
The piuotal point of a chiid'v person^^^^^ and
 
intellectual deiielopment hinges on what topics and techniques
 
are used in education. Seuerat factors must be considered prior
 
to decidihy hpuito attempt t(i balance the curriculum:
 
1. ndolescents adopt certain actiuities based on one's
 
patterns of behauior.
 
2. ndolescents are unique indiuiduals,euery single
 
eKperience affects each differently.
 
3. No two adolescents progress in eKactly the same way or
 
at the same rate.
 
4.Rdolescents are only going to repeat or respond to things
 
that please them or haiie some ualue to them.
 
5.Rdolescents must realize curricuium content refers to the
 
attitudes and uaiues, processes and skiiis, and subject
 
matter eKchanged between teachers and students,and
 
between students in the ciassroom.
 
In multicultural curricular programs,students receiue respect
 
as indiuiduals with uarious perspectiues, abiiities, taients, and
 
interpretations. Rn abundance of opportunities abound to relate
 
the classroom concepts to their own iiues. Therefore,
 
deuelopment of meaning and appreciation can occur at deeper
 
affectiue,cognitiue,and sociai ieueis.
 
Language Rrts teachers at middie schoois haue to design a
 
muiticuitural curricuium that addresses needs of the
 
euerchanging "at-risk community." More students are coming
 
from home enuironments that make iearning a chaiienge. For
 
some from the urban sectors, parents commute hours to and
 
from work and spend little time discussing schooi with students.
 
For others in the more rural areas of the district, parents may
 
work long ten-hour shifts on their own land or in local factories
 
to make a liuing, rather than helping children learn lessons. In
 
other words, no attention is giuen to a child's social or personal
 
deuelopment at home or at school. LUhat is missing from the
 
curricular organization is how uarious disciplines may serue
 
larger, more integratiue ends and relate to the world.
 
Meanwhile, eueryone seems unclear about how the formal
 
educational eKperience can affect attitudes and ualues.
 
Many minority students think of teachers as hostile authority
 
figures who impose unreaiistic demands and ualues that do not
 
relate to their world as a whole or to their indiuidual needs.
 
Before they can be taught essential skills and be prepared to
 
socialize with diuerse groups,these students need multicultural
 
liasons to make them appreciate the ualue of education. They
 
need to be shown how to learn In the style most comfortable for
 
them, as well styles society will demand. Using an array of
 
teaching; methods to help them discouer more learning styles Is
 
a prerequisite for their success. For a smoother transition into
 
the labor market, networking needs to occur to permit
 
community seruice projects and hands-on actiuitles
 
(Komulainen,1991).
 
In a typical Language Rrts class,current cultural approaches
 
select pieces of uiorks from nOndominant nationalities or
 
highlight historical moments briefly to couer multicultural
 
curricular objectiues. Ulhen isolated, these random teaching
 
selections defeat the purpose of introducing neui cultural topics.
 
Such tokenistic gestures humiliate members from the minority
 
groups to the point that they resent the lessons more than
 
nonmembers. For euample, most nfrican-nmerican students
 
detest their annual Martin Luther King Jr. and Black History
 
holidays because teachers say the same speeches euery year,
 
instead of changing the perspectiues and projecting some pride
 
and dignity. Similarly, most Menican Rmerican students feel
 
uncomfortable ujhen their peers question the yearly repetition
 
of Cinco de Mayo lessons. In other uiords, the students feel
 
patronized and belittled.
 
Instead, a more feasible alternatiue luould be multicultural
 
education, which applies a sincere sense of purpose to the
 
GHpioration of different cultures. Its scope is not limited;
 
rather, it looks at diuerse groups and discusses them as they
 
relate on a societal scale. Their politics, economies,
 
communities, literature and arts, religions, and customs are
 
critically studied,compared,contrasted,and eualuated.
 
Rlthough state frameuiorks define large portion of teaching
 
Language Rrts as deueloping students' literacy skills, educators
 
only eupdse adolescents to the best traditional literary uiorks
 
and aesthetic Luriting. "Houieuer, there is an urgent need to
 
establish relational conteKts so children from diuerse social
 
situations can learn reading and uiriting as meaningful
 
complements to their cultural heritage" (Taylor, 1983, p. 94).
 
Students need to master language to communicate effectiuely
 
because literacy plays a key role in determining their identity
 
and status in daily interactions.
 
Since the making and marketing of educational materials has
 
become so commercialized, the literature tends to be lifeless
 
and generic. It lacks distinctiue qualities as it limits its
 
portrayals of class, geography, and enthicity in order to see
 
more broadly, in other uiords, it masks nondomlnaht cultures
 
and renders them silent and Inulsihle hecause this is more
 
marketable(Bhaduial& Panda,1991).
 
Some Language Rrts teuts clash luith multicultural goals
 
because they require a thorough understanding of traditional
 
ualues and schemata.In other ujords, they appear inaccessible
 
or incomprehensible to many nontraditional students. Study
 
after study has shown high correlations between students'
 
background at home and achieuement in school. Seueral
 
minority students stop trying and detour from academics
 
because of a ciash of ualues. Many times,educational systems
 
fail to compensate for cultural depriuations and differences.
 
Most traditional tents blur the distinctions among cultures so
 
badly, that seueral specific national cultures seem nonenistent.
 
Often characters are simply identified as ruled people or rulers.
 
The generic societies portrayed lack cultural significance. The
 
majority of educational series reinforce reading skilis and
 
simuitaneousiy project mainstream, dominant ualues. In the
 
process of creating and eKchanging educational materials, many
 
educators and publishers become so disillusioned ujith the
 
products auailable that they haue iost sight of their educational
 
goals.
 
"Educators certainly haue an obligation to deuelop abilities a
 
student Luill need for financiai suruiual and sociai success, but
 
humane educators also must educate the uihole person for a
 
ujhole life" (De Castell, Luke,& Egan 1986, p. 287). Today, more
 
than euer before, employers search for uiell-educated workers
 
who haue mastered more than basic skills such as grammar and
 
spelling. Those employees who fail to understand Standard
 
English encounter difficulty in communicating effectiuely and
 
often get stuck in oppressiue, unsatisfying jobs. "The hidden
 
curriculum of family life, health care, so-called professionalism,
 
or of the media, plays an important part in the institutional
 
manipulation of man's iuorld-uision, language and demands. But
 
school enslaues more profoundly and more systematically . . .
 
by making learning about oneself, about others, and about
 
nature depend on a pre-packaged process"(Shor,1986,p. 169).
 
Schools can control meanings, ualues, and people. They
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systematicallij determine and distribute what is iegitimate^
 
powerful, or respected. These institutions reinforce societal
 
limits on access to resources and power "In other words,
 
schools contrlhute to 'cultural reproduction of class relations'"
 
(Rppie, 1990, p. 64). Schools transmit carefully selected
 
definitions, rules, and rituals to characterize the dominant
 
culture. Oueremphasis,deletion, and reinterpretation are just a
 
few of the techniques used to "fine-tune" the projected image
 
of significant people and euents.
 
Feuerishly following a pragmatist point of uiew one decade,
 
then reuerting to traditlonai teaching in the nent era of reform,
 
education has created countless flaws in curriculum, flhrupt
 
changes in curricuiar thought haue caused eKtreme uertical and
 
horizontai fragmentation within disciplines and across subjects.
 
R logical compromise is a literature-hased curriculum with both
 
traditlonai and pluralistic resources. It must he taught uia
 
uarious teaching strategies and incorporate many multicultural
 
learning actiuities. Therefore,in addition to receiuing a common
 
core of information, students will he working with materials
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that are more appropriate for their diuerse cultural
 
temperaments and aims.
 
To ensure success of such change,instructional practices and
 
teaching materials must be altered. Literature anthologies may
 
need to replace some traditional folklore and legend uiith
 
factual and diuerse recollections of history. Eucerpts from real
 
ethnic role models and cultural community leaders mould be
 
more intriguing. Creatiuity must euolue from the indiuidual
 
teachers, students, and learning tasks, not from teutbook
 
mriters mho aduocate dominant tradition ualues. Rather than
 
reading and remembering falsified facts and fairy tales,
 
students can reuiem true encounters. During discussions,
 
debates, and decision-making actiuities, they can benefit better
 
by relating them to their omn euperiences. Implementing these
 
methods to pool positiue aspects from different cultures may
 
help preuent some minority students from alienating themselues
 
from school and society.
 
nccording to some multicultural curriculum theorists,such as
 
Donna Gollnick and Phillip Chinn (1990), the importance of
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teaching minorities or others uiith nondominant cuitures about
 
their heritage and history serues a dual purpose. First, it
 
motluates ethnic students to achieue academicaliy. Second, it
 
empomers them to take aduantage of educational, uocational,
 
and societal opportunities. In Rmerica,schools serue capitalistic
 
needs of employers, mho mant skilled markers and manipulatiue
 
demands of politicians mho mant to maintain pomer. LUhile that
 
augments class conflict and cultural inequality, students learn
 
hom uneuenly educational and employment opportunities are
 
distributed among the respected dominant cuitures and their
 
pomerless counterparts.
 
Solely teacher-led, dominant-culture fed learning is
 
degrading and dehumanizing. Ulith such a one^may
 
communication about a one-perspectiue ideoiogy, their students
 
need to open their mouths and minds to maximize learning.
 
Rdolescents are painfully amare of hom their peers react to
 
their differences in cultural background, class, racial heritage,
 
and religion. Despite some (often uisible) differences, they haue
 
similar desires. For enample, they mant the latest trendy
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 clothes, neiiiest Nintendo games, and sincere acceptance from
 
classmates and teachers.
 
Unfortunately, teachers often auold discussing or dealing
 
uilth ethnic, or cultural Issues whether theg arise naturallg In
 
class contact or content, nithough they feel adequately trained
 
In their specific field, mang Instructors feel threatened by
 
Interracial realities. Vet, what students need Is Intelligent
 
discourse about how to accept other-race and other-culture
 
peers. Children haue to confront feelings and fears to deuelop
 
both Intergroup and interpersonal relations with diuerse
 
Indlulduals. Since this mag be a new challenge for youngsters,
 
effectlue adult guidance and role-modeling Is essential to
 
diminish behaulor problems.
 
"Besides ouercomlng their own prejudices, minority pupils
 
must learn to auold the self-defeatlhg responses that often
 
lower their group's status. Theg need help learning to be proud
 
of their group membership, yet not to Identify to such an extent
 
that they become ethnocentric. The teacher has to proulde
 
acceptable channels Into which a child's aggressions may be
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sublimated ... UJheneuer cbildren of any ethnic, religious, or
 
racial group haue feelings of rejection arising from eKperienceS
 
in school, their personal deuelopment and our society suffer"
 
(Graham,1969, p.278).
 
Like almost euery other educational reform handuiagon,
 
multicultural education inuolues social change. Many educators
 
helieue modification means loss of control or comfort, fls a
 
result, some may resist curricular adjustments out of fear or
 
resentment for remouing familiarity from a formerly "safe"
 
sytem/domain.
 
Before atypical behauior can change among different cultural
 
and racial groups,teachers may haue to organize class actiuities
 
to stimulate discussion and critical thinking. Rssigning
 
cooperatiue projects that prouide a sense of teamuiork may also
 
"break the ice" and "bridge academic gaps," too. Not only do
 
such settings cause students to he closer physically uihen
 
uiorking, hut they aliom them to deuelop meaningful roles and
 
identity luithin their group interactions.
 
Furthermore, to motiuate students to interpret facts,
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concepts, and ideologies fronri uarying perspectiues,occasional
 
inserts of ethnic content into eKisting traditional teaching
 
formats is not enough. Multicultural approaches reflect a much
 
broader spectrum of uieuis and Interests to understand and
 
appreciate. If teachers do not fully support the neui
 
organization, curriculum, and instruction proposed by
 
restructuring ,.. no significant changes ujill occur in the
 
classroom. Regardless of the effort dedicated to curricular
 
planning and restructuring, teachers uiill continue to use
 
strategies and materials with which they feel most comfortable
 
(Galton,1980, p.67).
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 CHAPTER TUJO: REUIEUJ OF THE LITFRRTIIRF
 
Recording to educational experts, multicultural education
 
empoujers minorities in the classroom by prouiding materials
 
that equate nondominant cultures mith traditional western
 
European cultures, and giue members equal status. These
 
multicultural educational programs haue been uery successful
 
with middle school children. They can easily be integrated into
 
preuiously identified scope and sequence designs of Language
 
Arts. Countless manuals and guides haue been made auailable
 
to help teachers and students with proposed curriculums. For
 
specific information on which models would be excellent to
 
emulate,refer to the bibliography for any of these:
 
1.Tiedt,P. L.,& Tiedt, I. M.(1986). Multicultural Teaching­
fl Handbook of Rctiuities. information,and Resniircp?;­
(2nd ed.). Boston: RIlyn and Bacon.
 
2. Nixon,J.(1985). R Teacher's Guide Multicultural
 
Education. New Vork: Basil Blackwell.
 
5. Making Choices for Multicultural Education: Flue
 
Rooroaches to Race. Class, and Gender. Columbus,OH:
 
Merrill.
 
4.Sleeter, C. E.,& Grant, C. R.(1989).Turning on Learning:
 
Flue Rooroaches for Multicultural Teaching Plans for
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Race. Class. Gender,and Disabilitg. Columbus,OH:
 
Merrill.
 
5. Grant,C. fl.(Ed.).(1977). Multicultural Education:
 
Commitments. Issues,and floDlication. UJashington,DC:
 
Rssociation for Superuision and Curriculum Deuelopment.
 
6.Lynch,J.(1986). Multicultural Education: Principles and
 
Practices.London: Routledge & Kegan Paul.
 
7. Baptiste, H. P.,Jr., Baptiste, M.1., & Gollnick,0.M.
 
(Eds.). Multicultural Teacher Education: Preparing
 
Educators to Prouide Educationai Eouity.(Uoi. 1).
 
LUashington,DC:Rmerican Rssociation of Colleges for
 
Teacher Education.
 
in "Empouiering Minority Students: R Frameujork for
 
Interuention," Cummins (1990) argues that educational
 
reforms, such as compensatory and hilingual education, haue
 
failed hecause they haue not significantly altered relationships
 
hetuieen educators and minority students or hetuieen schools
 
and minority communities. Some societal groups continue to he
 
disahled hy their unhealthy interactions ujith educators,
 
especially with those mho belong to dominant groups
 
controlling Institutions and remard systems. Far too often,
 
dominated groups are denied access to high-status positions
 
hecause many failed to receiue adequate preparation and
 
training. Multicultural education can deuelop ability.
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confidence, and motiuatlon to empouier minorities to succeed
 
in school.
 
in "implementing the CR English Language Arts Frameujork,"
 
Kucer(1988)claims reuolutionary restructing needs to be done
 
as far as houi language Arts is conceiued and taught. Some
 
traditional literacy curricula present concepts in piecemeal
 
fashion and break up the uiriting and thinking processes into
 
unrelated subskills stripped of meaning. Some teachers spend
 
encessiue time drilling spelling and not enough time
 
encouraging creatiuity and composition. Another flaui in some
 
traditional formats is reliance too heauily upon standardized
 
tests to measure teacher effectiiieness.
 
As a whole, Americans haue fallen uictim to belieuing the
 
myth that higher standardized test scores equate to higher
 
achieuement in education. This misconception has led to major
 
pressure from parents, politicians, and potential employers to
 
increase and emphasize test scores. These indiuiduals not only
 
pubUcize their dissatisfactionr they demand improuement.
 
Thus, school personnel and pupils mag often resort to cheating
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to "make the grade."
 
For instance,to compensate for poor reports, thousands of
 
teachers stop teaching their state-mandated frameiuorks tmo
 
or three weeks prior to any standardized enam. fls a result of
 
teaching eKactiy what is tested, they mag raise ouerail
 
auerages. Uihile seiectiue scores look good and please parents,
 
the students are not necessarily Improuing in the academic
 
areas measured. In other words,the actual testing process has
 
become too poiiuted and poiitical to giue accurate insight.
 
ironically, those in positions to enhance the learning
 
enuirOnments usually haue aduerse effects. Instead. Enampies
 
include professional quality reuiew teams and administrators
 
throughout the country. They critique school climates and
 
curricula to allocate funds, in theory, the Program Quality
 
Reuiew staffs' job is to help successfui schools inuest in new
 
ways to continue stimulating scholastic growth. But in reality,
 
this does not happen because administrators stress the
 
importance of passing inspection.
 
Rather than being supportiue, district leaders create
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unnatural uiorking conditions that reflect recent teacher
 
rehearsing and role playing. They aiso insist teachers and
 
students outperform their predecessors euery year. Euen
 
though higher test scores haue littie educational or predictiue
 
ualue in classrooms, they may translate into more money for
 
future budgets. For Instance, schools often recelue special
 
grants and funding to support pilot programs that haue prouen
 
successfuK Generating higher test scores has become a major
 
part of the criteria to measure a school's success.
 
To conclude Cummin's ideas, the generai concensus is that
 
the system is faiiing to educate students adequately. Parents
 
and employers are complaining about the crisis in Rmerican
 
schools. Despite the statistics, Rmericans remain under the
 
illusion that better stahdardlzed test results indicate
 
educational imprOuement.
 
UJhiie the public cries out for higher test scores,educators
 
gluing the tests argue these instruments lack consistency and
 
reliability for selected populations, flt the same time, most
 
popular journals and local neuispapers ridicule the annual
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"Report Card" the U.S. Department of Education Issues.
 
Meanuihile, if nobody can pinpoint the problems, uihat are all
 
of the assessments morth?
 
Sieeter and Grant(1987) glue from a different perspectiue
 
of multicultural education in "Rn flnalysis of Multicultural
 
Education in the United States." They eKamine mhat
 
multicultural education means and eualuate the contributions
 
to both theory and practice. Much of enisting literature
 
addresses only limited aspects of multicultural education-

Teaching the culturally differeht to assimilate students of color
 
into the cultural niainstream and social structure uiithin
 
eKisting schooJ programs does not Luork. But multicultural
 
enuironments can build human relations that help students of
 
different backgrounds get along better and appreciate each
 
other.
 
Multicultural programs fbster cultural pluralism by teaching
 
courses about experiences, cohtributions, and concerns of
 
distinct ethnic, gender, and social class groups. Multicultural
 
Education promotes cultural pluralism and social equality by
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reforming school programs for all students to make it reflect
 
diuerslty. Education that Is multicultural prepares students to
 
challenge social structural Inequality and to promote cultural
 
diuerslty.
 
Multicultural education means differeht things to different
 
people. Commonly,it means changes In education that merely
 
benefit people of color. Most mrltlngs consider race and
 
ethnicity as the main types of human diuerslty, uilthout euen
 
referring to language, gender, social class, or uarlous
 
handicaps. Most fail to concentrate on Institutional or
 
currlcular needs as agents of school change. Lastly, If those
 
authors (e.g. HIrsch, 1987; Rodriguez, 1987) spent more time
 
enamlnlng fully-functional multicultural Classrooms, they
 
mould haue a much clearer, understanding of houj beneficial
 
they can be.
 
One tent that has tremendous teaching tools Is Teaching
 
Strategies for Ethnic Studies. In It, Banks(1984)eKplalns mhy
 
and houj students should be taught more accurate Information
 
about numerous nonuihlte cultures. Each chapter focuses on
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the corrections to myths commonly taught as fact In American
 
schools throughout the country. For instance, he shouis houj
 
contorted class discussions of the Natiue American's
 
perspectiue usually are.
 
The majority of commentary on educations reflects the
 
general concensus that people most often falsely assume that
 
teaching models and learning styles lack fleKibility and cannot
 
be adapted to be more compatible. To groui, learners haue to
 
deal ujith discomfort and set tasks to break the barriers of
 
fear. Innouatlue teachers must help students actluely seek
 
neui challenges both inside and outside of the classroom.
 
Before that can happen,students haue to maintain a sense of
 
belonging and acceptance. Houieuer, those students mho
 
eKperience great discomfort in the schooi enuirohment haue
 
difficulty relating to and profiting from educational settings.
 
In Teacher-student Belationshins: Causes and
 
Conseouences. Brophy(1974)says students are more milling to
 
learn iuhen they appreciate the ualue of classroom actiulties
 
and belieue they mill succeed if they apply reasonable effort.
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To motiuate students to learn,teachers must both help them to
 
appreciate ualue of academic actlulties and make them
 
successful uihen they apply effort. Some built-in functions of
 
multicultural programs are hauing a supportiue enuironment
 
and meaningful learning obJectiues (Brophy & Good,1984).
 
In Middle School teaching students and adapting tasks to
 
students' interests include nouelty/uariety elements that
 
alloui choices or autonorhous decisions, prouide students
 
opportunities to respond actiuely, prouide immediate feedback
 
to student responses, allouj students to create finished
 
products include fantasy or simulation elements, incorporate
 
game-like features into euercises, include higher-leuel
 
objectiues and diuergent questions, and prouide opportunities
 
to interact mith peers.
 
In an article, J. LeLuandoujski (1989) reports hOui peer
 
forums can be used throughout this country to motiuate
 
students. The data presented comes from a case study
 
conducted at flllen High School, by the Special Education
 
department. R panel of students uias deueloped to address
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seueral factors: hoiii to get these students to be academically
 
successful, haue eKtracurncular interests, be knouin and
 
respected on campus, be recognized for ouercoming major
 
school problems and to be outspoken and confident.
 
The author describes the preparation, forum procedures,
 
folloui-up, possible modifications, and conclusions. He eKplalns
 
houj similar student committees can be formed as support
 
groups to help eueryone from the GRTE to the "at risk" student.
 
The article relates directly to classroom actlultles because It
 
discusses houi teacher can help students organize to support
 
each other. This can be done In a single class or as a
 
schoolujide project. The Idea Is to get the students to share
 
Ideas, concerns,encouragement,and support. They can define
 
their ouin qualities necessary for success and use each other
 
as role models. Basically, the teacher mould function as a
 
mediator and monitor of actlultles.
 
To maulmlze the reader'is understanding, Leujandomskl
 
(1989)thoroughly Introduces his research setting, methodology
 
and analysis, and the upcoming data, immediately letting his
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audience knoui the scope of his suruey preuents
 
misinterpretation of its findings. if the scope had been
 
broader, his report ujoiild haue outlined a much more plausible
 
picture of uihat could potentially occur in these educational
 
forums.
 
To be more plausible, comparisons could haue been made of
 
different regions, schools, and districts throughout the United
 
States. For euampie,his research may haue indicated that the
 
school districts in southern California prouided better support
 
systems to their students and teachers than similar facilities in
 
other areas, uihich mould eKplain mhy they mould haue a
 
greater tendency to preuent high dropout rates in their
 
schools. In other mords, the more data the author collected,
 
the more copuincing and enlightening the report could haue
 
been.
 
On the other side ofthe mOrld,the educational studies shom
 
situations are Similar io those nmericans face. Educators
 
elsemhere are also striuing to jncorporate multicultural
 
agendas into the school system to alleuiate racial tensions. For
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instance,from 1981 to 1987,the Uniuersity of IDaruilck's Centre
 
for Research in Ethnic Relations (Foster, 1990) created a
 
program called Education and Ethnicity. The goal mas to
 
establish and euamine policies, practices, and purposes of
 
multicultural and antiracist education.
 
One of the case studies uias conducted at comprehensiue,
 
multiethnic, inner city high school in MilltoLun, England. To
 
shorn an intense commitment to its antiracist agenda,
 
administrators published the folloming message to the
 
community in its 1985-6 school year pamphlet:
 
"Milltoum High is a multiracial school. LUe are
 
deueloping policies to promote equal opportunities
 
and equal esteem for all our students,girls and
 
boys, black and uihite. It is uery important to help
 
eueryone in our school community understand the
 
causes of racism and seuism in bur sdciety,and the
 
part uie can play in fighting against them"
 
(Foster,1990,P. uiii).
 
From a professional perspectiue uiithin the English
 
department of the study, the tmo male and four female
 
teachers felt dedicated to using a curriculum that enhanced
 
personal deuelopment of their students. Rll of them stressed
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 the ualue of incorporating the youngsters' backgrounds and
 
beliefs into learning enoironment. Throughout all the lessons,
 
antiracism and cultural appreciation mere recurring themes. To
 
shariien social and political auiareness, repairing
 
racially-strained relationships and preparing students to
 
transcend eKisting cuitural/ethnical boundaries uias a major
 
focus.
 
The literary uiorks used in the curriculum had uaried moral
 
and cultural perspectiues. Discussions and debates stimulated
 
student interest and inuoluement in endless ethical and
 
economical issues. By taking different uiempoints, they
 
learned houj to put some real life eKperiences Into seueral
 
different political and social conteKts. In other words, such
 
learning actiuities penetrated pupils persona to glue them an
 
upclose, unceiisOred glance at own their daily indiuidual roles
 
and functions. Rlas,some success had beeri mad&^^^
 
CURRICULUM
 
Since schbols no longer consist of all white,English-speaking
 
students, it is important to sensitize its staff to the needs of
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the neiii diuerse pupil population. For example, to relate to
 
Rfrican Rmerican students,a broad spectrum of literary uiorks
 
by flfrican nmericans could explain uarious political, social, and
 
cultural phenomena and their impact on society. The uniuersal
 
themes in these uiorks uiould alloui all students and teacher an
 
opportunity to share ideas and enhance critical thinking,
 
organizational, and decision-making skills.
 
Including these and other nonuihite, ethnic resources uiould
 
haue seueral benefits. First and foremost, information uiould
 
replace ignorance and neutralize the negatiue portrayal most
 
texts depict of minorities, fls all cultures learn about each
 
other's heritage, students could find neui uiags to deal uiith
 
their daily dilemmas and present pressures. Once motiuated to
 
perseuere and to ouercome obstacles, students could improue
 
their human relations.
 
Vet, uiith the exception of a feui excerpts from uiell-knouin
 
authors, such as Langston Hughes, nfrican Rmerican and other
 
nontraditional uiritings haue been excluded from some
 
literature curriculum. Throughout the teaching of English
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classes, getting students to read reguiarig has aiuiags been a
 
challenge. Using record sheets to track student reading can be
 
quite effectlue. The student logs the book titje, length of
 
reading session, and a parent signature. These sheets should
 
be turned in consistentig and stipulate a 20-mlnute minimum
 
for uninterrupted reading.
 
In a literature-based Language Rrts program, it is important
 
to knouj the pouierful roles stories often inuolue. Generallg,
 
they help children to pinpoint and relate to a particular setting
 
and follouj a sequence of euents. Rs they process the details,
 
they comprehend norms and distinguish deuiations. Rt some
 
point, they relate faniiiiarities from their uiorld to regularities
 
and nuances in literature. Finally, true transfer of knouiledge
 
occurs. In additions to books, films can do uionders to
 
augment children's eKposure to numerous cultures. F<ar too
 
often, mouies are just simply used as rewards. Instead, they
 
can be instructional aids to accomplish goals. They can enplain
 
complen literary concepts, simplify confusing sections of a
 
teut, and analyze story elements, like: setting, plot,
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 characterization, theme, mood, tone, point of uieiii, style,
 
climan etc. Technology can stimulate analytical comparisons
 
betLueen an author's uiempoint and a filmmaker's depiction of
 
literary ujork. Such analysis can initiate class discussions or
 
help open minds of those ujho haue limited contact uiith or
 
uieuis of other cultures.
 
Once students learn to use logic and deductiue thinking or
 
reasoning to look beyond superficial eKplanations, they can be
 
encouraged to respond strongly or sincerely. Discussing real
 
issues prepares pupils to function in a complen society. In such
 
an enuironment, they can learn to tolerate differences of
 
opinions and uieujpoints.
 
lUhen mouies are combined uiith teleuision shouis and
 
mritten sources, social and political euents may be elaborated
 
on and further embellished by daily neuis commentary and
 
articles. Furthermore, interactiue class discourse can act as a
 
catalyst for Students to fully grasp their uiorld and their role in
 
it. "lUhat Is important is houi teachers teach the content in the
 
curriculum, not just hom the curriculum is designed." fl good
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 curriculum director faciliates discussions that deueiop a
 
genuine list of criteria defining an eKcellent curriculum. Such
 
discussions may hinge on tmo questions: "LUhat should your
 
students knoui and be able to do? LUhat eKperiences are all
 
students entitled to?" (Shields, 1992, p. 10). n uerg
 
informatlue book called Taking Sides fNnil 1991) had a
 
dedicated a chapter to debating a conuersial question: does a
 
common curriculum promote equality? That is one of the many
 
questions educators wrestle with when making political
 
decisions, like whether or not to pursue multicuitural
 
education.
 
in Takintf Sides. Rider, riirertnr of the Institute of
 
Philosophical Research, claims establishing uniform curricular
 
objectiues for all will lead to qualititaue equality of
 
educationai opportunity, fl critic of Rider, McKenzie, former
 
superintendent of public schools criticizes The Paideia Proposal
 
and points out Rdler's faulty assumptions about the learning
 
process and his lack of attention to the realities of today's
 
society.
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To put their argument in the proper perspectiue, the
 
question for the 1990's is: Can quality and equity be gained
 
simultaneously and, if so, houi? The search for academic
 
encellence uieighs heauily on the minds of all those uiho report
 
on the current situation in schdols.
 
The Paideia Proposal outlines a plan for prouiding the same
 
essential education for all students, regardless of background.
 
This common schooling has three premises deuelopment of
 
thinking skills, acquisition of necessary organized information,
 
and sustenance ofintellectual inquiry.
 
fldler contends society desperately needs grasp the Greek
 
concept of paideia to haue a nation of productiue,
 
culturally-united, and intelligent indiuiduals. Houieuer, some
 
serious questions should be addressed uihen eualuating the
 
practicality and feasibility of this plan. For eKample, could
 
teachers be qualified or auailable to carry out the uarious
 
aspects ofthe proposal? LUpuld the plan's rigorous intellectual
 
training hinder "npnacademic" students? LUould students and
 
parents uiillingly forefeit their uieui of school as an agency to
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prepare people for careers?
 
UJith such critical issues in mind, Floretta McKenzie (1983)
 
eKamines and refutes the theoretical and practical aspects of
 
fldler's plan. McKenzie uses The IDizard of Oz analogy to
 
describe Rdler's disillusioned perspectiue Of education. She
 
says educators haue an image of perfect, peaceful place like
 
Oz, where teachers and school administrators can enjoy
 
carefree liues.
 
LUhile Rdler illudes to such a moment/place in education, he
 
offers no realistic approach to reach it. Plus, many educators
 
no longer share these high hopes of finding ideal instruction or
 
euemplary education of Oz. Instead, they refuse to belieue in
 
miracles or rush to join the neut trip down the yellow brick
 
road of educational reform.
 
The Paideia Proposal makes a serious mistake by minimizing
 
the tremendous progress Rmerica has made to offer wider
 
access to education. The plans misjudges the educational
 
system when it merely says U.S. education is only winning the
 
quantitatiue half of its battle to prouide equal educational
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opportunity to ail. For oKample, not only are tuiienty-fiue
 
percent more people graduatiny from high school, but GNP has
 
also risen 25-50 percent in the last tufenty years. Vet nider's
 
proposal neglects to acknouiiedge the fact that schools must
 
haue been teaching youngsters some meaningful,
 
life-enhancing skills.
 
Rnother gross error the proposal makes is presuming that
 
because ail chiidren can be educated, they should receiue
 
uniform instruction. Houieuer, any teacher can testify that a
 
uariety of methods and strategies must be used to reach as
 
many children as possible. Teachers haue to use fieKibility to
 
account for different iearning styles.
 
Rnother questionable assumption the proposal makes
 
attempts to define an ideal curriculum, its ideas conflict ujith
 
the reaiities of today's society. LLlhile, one of the author's
 
major points is "to iiue meii in the fuiiest human sense inuolues
 
iearning as uieii as earning," his proposed program urges
 
eiiminating almost all uocationai training in basic schooling.
 
That cieariy negates the motto's notion that earning is as
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important as learning.
 
Cutting such programs mould also upset the business
 
industrg, mhich constantlg complains that far too mang
 
graduates lack general and specific skills for emplogment.
 
Obuiouslg, Rdler ouerlooked horn societal demand instigated the
 
teaching of uocatlonal education. . .so potential emplogees
 
mould haue adequate training to keep up mith the uastig
 
changing technological morld. The Proposal prefers that
 
uocatlonal training occur after high school on tmo or four-year
 
college campuses. But that ignores the harsh reality that many
 
cannot afford to attend. Plus, many unprepared pupils mould
 
be denied or at least delayed in the chance to enter the mork
 
force.
 
fill these ouersights lead one to belieue Rdler does not
 
realize schools are political institutions that are uery sensitiue
 
to the economic and social needs of the public. He simply
 
suggests giuing local principals more control to
 
debureaucratize schools. On the one hand, that may please
 
some districts, but it mould in no may remoue schools from the
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political arena.
 
The plan lacks economic sense too. Rdler admits successful
 
implementation of his proposal tuould require a long list of
 
changes ranging from higher teacher salaries and smaller class
 
sizes to remedial education. But he offers no suggestions to
 
finance the cost for its remedies.
 
LUithout a doubt, much speculation, discussion and research
 
needs to be done to improue education. Rider's plan does detail
 
uihat should be done, but it fails to outline the transition steps
 
to get there from uihere uje are noui.
 
Ouerall the proposal's message is encellent quality
 
education is the key to quality liuing. Uoters must be educated
 
to maintain democracy, and education is the gateuiay to
 
equality. Despite the strength of its uiords, the plan just lacks
 
the leadership and pomer to make the changes needed to
 
succeed.
 
In a later chapter, Rdler debated a second pertinent issue,
 
uihich comes up ujhen educators consider implementing
 
multicultural programs. The focus hinged on the question:
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should literacy be based on traditional culture?
 
Professor of English E. D. Hirsch, Jr.,(1987-1988)argues that
 
educators need to eKamine slogans that determine the
 
teaching of tradtional knoLuledge to young children. Stephen
 
Tchudi,(1987-1988) director Of the Gehter for Literacy and
 
Learning at Michigan State llniuersity, contends that cultural
 
literacy cannof be prescribed, since it euolues from the
 
compleKities Of children's euperiences.
 
One of the most controuersial issues today is hoiu much of a 
role should a student's social eKperiences play in shaping 
schools. LUhije nobody seems to agi'BB ■ eueryone, claiming 
to be someone in education, is trying to find an acceptable 
definition of culturai literacy.
 
Hirsch (1987-1988) argues the teaching of traditional
 
knoujledge through good literature has been seuerely
 
undermined. He feels eueryone must be able to participate in
 
the nMibhai culture and that requires uniform eKposure to a
 
common body of materials. Hoiueuer, some serious questions
 
should be addressed Lphen defining literacy. For eKample,
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Luhen a society is multicultural, should so-called literacy be
 
drauin eKclusiuely from the dominant cultural sources?
 
Rnsuiers to this question are changing in Rmerica . . .
 
Many people disagree luith the primary use of the U.S.'s
 
European heritage. Bs a result, countless researchers haue
 
called for major shifts in educational focus and efforts.
 
"Nation fit Rislc" and "Houj Higher Education Has Failed
 
Democracy and Impouerished the Souls of Today's Students"
 
(uiere two of the most publicized studies.
 
Stephen warns that the background for Hirsch's kind of
 
cultural literacy is acquired in seuerai compIeK ways.
 
Enculturation does not happen automatically. It cannot be
 
reduced to "the presentation of selected bits of 'traditional
 
literate culture'in some prescribed order."
 
Stephen uses the analogy of huilding a straw man to
 
describe Hirsch's manipuiatiue strategy to put his argument
 
together. Stephen says Hirsch attributes three slogans to
 
education Just to call them "half-truths" and knock them down.
 
Rfter that, he describes and proposes that his own concept of
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cultural literacy be used in future educational reform. Hirsch's
 
ouerall mistake is that he seems to he supporting cultural
 
indoctrination instead of genuine education. But flams can he
 
illustrated point hy point.
 
First, concerning home uersus school learning, he alludes to
 
a recent consensus among reading researchers that adequate
 
literacy depends on the specific information called cultural
 
literacy. That is simply not true. No concensus eKists among
 
reading researchers that aduocates imposing traditional
 
literate culture on children at the earliest possible age.
 
Instead, researchers emphasize the background of the reader.
 
That is not just factual information; It includes the reader's
 
eKperlences,attitudes, and ualues hrought to the teut. Hlrsch
 
neglects the fact that home ualues and home learning haue
 
pomerful effects on literacy, just like those at school. He
 
should realize background for literacy Is acquired in compleu
 
mays. Hirsch uses a highly selectlue euample of history to
 
support his argument that school matters. He creates an image
 
of golden age In education mhen students studied common
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content and supposedly mastered a common literate culture.
 
Another mistake uias HIrsch's assumption that hauing learning
 
resources meant the students actually learned the material in
 
them. He also ignored historical studies that shorn at least as
 
much criticism about ujhat students really kneuj then and knoui
 
today.
 
A more reasonable approach than accusing children of being
 
obstinate, boneheaded, or illiterate uiould be to ask cultural
 
indoctrination has consistently failed year after gear.
 
Any educator knouis children only retain information uihen
 
they see some purpose to it and place it in a conteKt of
 
preuious learning and eKperience. Hirsch has a point uihen he
 
says "children thriue only as members of a community and they
 
learn language and culture quickly because of an appetite for
 
acculturation." But his error is trying "force-feed traditional
 
literate "Culture" to these hungry children.
 
Hirsch is right to question pseudoscience of using basals,
 
but he offers no real solution to book selection in curriculum
 
design. Using the curriculums that haue been prescribed and
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taught ouer the years,children haue failed to learn to anyone's
 
satisfaction.
 
The result is lanyuaye and acculturation do not happen
 
automatically. They occur naturally through eKtensiue reading,
 
uiriting,speaking,listening, thinking, and eKperiencing.
 
Hirsch uiants changes in education, but he only offers slight
 
uariations of plans that haue failed throughout history. To
 
succeed, Rmericans need to moue beyond slogans and straui
 
men. Cultural literacy is a process of participating fully and
 
actiuely in a society. It is a product of home and school
 
actiuities. It is not something that results from piling up of
 
facts passed on in some common material.
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CHRPTER THREE: GOflLS AND OBJECTIUES
 
This analysis inuoluing a Middle School illustrates how
 
adopting a multicultural outlook can transform students into
 
more productiue, effectiue citizens. The nent logical step
 
means conuerting the district's written commitments into
 
achieuing diuersity within the school,its staff, and students in
 
daily permanent practices. More specifically, educators must
 
implement a curriculum that guarantees tolerance and
 
perpetuation of cultural diuersity. They must stop spending so
 
much time and money conducting opinion polls about
 
educational and cultural problems and start restructuring for
 
long-term improuements and solutions.
 
Deuising this multiculturally-integrated, literature-based
 
curriculum will help the District restructure its Language Rrts
 
program. Including minority-impacted cultures in classroom
 
discourse will imprbue the seruice to the euerchanging nearby
 
neighborhoods. Rll students can be introduced to a cultural
 
cornucopia of societal systems,functions, generalizations, and
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concepts; but simultaneously, the curriculum must be used to
 
teach students the skills necessary to participate actluely In
 
these actlultles.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
 
The data collected stems from uarlous sources,such as field
 
research, direct obseruatlon, published and unpublished
 
documents, and formal and informal interuieujs. The details
 
reported include unsettled, controuersial, and
 
career-threatening circumstances.
 
To restructure curricula, theories, techniques, tents, and
 
other pertinent materials uiere obtained and combined from
 
the follouitng sources: seueral Riuerside Countij Lanouaqe Rrts
 
7/8 Course Guides. California Frameujork for Language
 
flrts/English. Caught In The Middle, numerous works on
 
multicultural education, and other current Language Rrts
 
literature.
 
Both thematic and conceptual approaches were used to
 
teach basic and multicultural skills; these should uniformly rely
 
on majority and minority cultural groups' perspectiues to
 
enhance learning eKperiences for all adolescents. The resulting
 
curriculum guide included: outline of units, teKtbooks, core
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content, supplemental materials, and a thorough course guide
 
of ob.iectiues aligned ujith California State Framemork.
 
This curricular project mas not field tested nor did it haue
 
specific results to report to the Master's Project Committee.
 
Due to budget constraints and administratiue changes
 
throughout the District, the curriculum team at the Middle
 
School mas not able euen to consider reuieming the plan until
 
the fall of 1993.
 
BRCKGROUND INDUCING CHflNnF
 
The historical/pdlitical conditions that contributed to the
 
proposed change mere complicated. Tmo districts mere
 
disagreeing about boundaries and competing for resulting RDD
 
funds for increasing enrollment. One district had been K - 12
 
for years and planned on building nem sites to house more
 
students. This district refused to lose staff and transfer Its
 
students to its former feeder Elementary district that mas
 
planning to eKpand to K - 12 and retain its omn elementary
 
students.
 
On the other hand,the latter District, initiated a lamsuit to
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ensure that its intentions of becoming a district uiere realized.
 
This district had been elementary since its conception and had
 
little or no idea about deuising a secondary curriculum. Rs a
 
result, one of the stipulations in the transition uias to buy and
 
implement all of the first district's secondary curricular
 
materials.
 
By the end of the political battle, first district had legally
 
lost. Houjeuer, it retalliated or rebelled by not foruiarding
 
adequate teaching/learning resources. Thus, the Pistrict
 
inherited thousands of students, quickly constructed nem
 
school sites and conuerted old ones, and used a piece-meal
 
approach to create a temporary curriculum to get through its
 
first year.
 
By using conuenient combinations of auailable materials,the
 
District teachers taught from literature books aligned ujith
 
elementary leuel ehd-of-the-year CTBS tests. Vet they set
 
instructional objectiues deriued from an adopted course of
 
study aligned uiith secohdary leuel end-bf-the-year(cns)2. The
 
result mas problems determining accountability and eualuation.
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From a political standpoint, board members uianted to look
 
good to the community. Therefore, idealistic uisions and
 
forecasts luere publicized about the neui district's goals and
 
objectiues.
 
LERRNING OPPORTUNITIES
 
The intended outcomes of the proposed change in the
 
curriculum mere to introduce students to the Caught In The
 
Middle concept(as it relates to Language Rrts). Students mere
 
supposed to haue an opportunity to learn uarious terms and
 
skills that mould produce a smooth transition from middle to
 
high school.
 
The academic actiuities fauored mere those that mould
 
prepare students adequately for high school. Specifically, the
 
7th graders mere going to foilom a curriculum aligned mith
 
social studies. The Star lUalk book mas to be the literary base.
 
Under the proposed curriculum, 7th graders mere to haue
 
learned the folloming:
 
1.8 styles of mriting(CRS)2
 
2. research techniques
 
a. Reader's Guide
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b. microfiche
 
c.computer assistance
 
3.literary terms
 
4. mechanics to the mriting process
 
5. relation of literature to life
 
6. critical thinking and problem-soluing skills
 
Despite the District's intentions, many curriculum goals uiere
 
not obtained during the first gear of restructuring. For
 
enampie, he students did not haue an opportunity to deueiop
 
adequate research and iibrarg skills because current facilities
 
did not haue a fully-supplied, accessible, or functional library.
 
Besides hauing no library references, there mere no mord
 
processing resources, and no nouels that correlated mith
 
history. Lastly, euen the students' enposure to literature uias
 
limited.
 
OUTCOME-PROMOTING PROCESSES
 
The neuj District tried to bring about nem outcomes required
 
to teach Language Arts 7 according to the Caught In The Miflrile
 
ideology. To do so, it used seuerai formal and informal
 
processes. In the initial stages, board members shared their
 
enpectations uiith district administrators in meetings and
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memoranda. They also discussed the district's internal needs,
 
structure,and mission.
 
From the district leuel, duties mere delegated to school site
 
administrators to plan strategically successful restructuring
 
programs. High-scaled recruitment began for the
 
best-^quaiified teachers. They sought educators uiith
 
credentials and training to meet their employment needs.
 
Shortly after hiring them,summer curriculum committees mere
 
chosen to outline instructional ohjectiues for the fall.
 
One of the first issues mas testing. In nem District, all 7th
 
grade Language Rrts teachers had to administer both pre- and
 
posttests. To document preuious knomledge,as mell as current
 
gains in performance, they selected the Stanford Diagnostic
 
Reading Test. The testing material mas by far the best
 
eualuatiue resource to be auailable in years. The primary
 
purpose of the test mas to screen students in reading. Once
 
performance ability had been classified, students' schedules
 
mere modified as needed. Then the teacher had to decide
 
mhich materials and methods mould be best to help students
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reach their full potential.
 
These staff members uiorked diligently pooling resources
 
and tapping each other's creatiuity. They used numerous
 
references in their decision making. These included: Th e
 
California Frametuork for Language Rrts/English. the district
 
guidelines such as the neuily-adopted Lanquage Arts 7 Coiirsn
 
of Study Guide, and their preuious elementary-aligned
 
literature and grammar tents.
 
Neuertheless, other instruments needed to be Included in
 
the teachers' repetoire of resources to maintain the reader's
 
interest and to enhance preuiously accepted literary standards
 
of eKcellence(Pearson et at., 1989). Most of the material uias
 
presented In global terms and relatlue concepts and the tests
 
required understanding of main ideas and supporting details.
 
Initially, due to the urgency of hauing curriculum drafts
 
approued,input and feedback from parents, students and other
 
community members mere postponed until after school opened.
 
Then the District held meetings that mere open to the public
 
and published quarterly reports inuiting the community to Offer
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ideas to aid restructuring.
 
For instance, in the District's lUinter 1991^92 pubiication
 
issue,communitg members,schools,and uarious agencies mere
 
asked for input into the fiue-year restructuring proposal.
 
Specific areas of concern included the folloujing:"description of
 
the school district, description of the community,instructionai
 
programs and seruices, financial and physical resources,
 
community inuoluement, organizational management,
 
demographic planning/facility usage, innouations, and other
 
critical issues"i (SEE FIGURE 1).
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FIGURE 1: R MODEL OF CHRNGE
 
ISSUES TRRGETFOR CHRNGE
 
LUho's in control? Structure
 
Oeclsion making INSTITUTIONRL Organizationai policg
 
influence (Poujer) Begond numbers
 
Economic Empouierment
 
Political Pouier
 
Norms Organization culture euplicit
 
Ualues/beliefS CULTURRL Identifg ouin culture
 
Communication Rppreciate others
 
Stgle See ualue-added in others
 
UJho Rm I? Interpersonal learnings
 
Rttitudes INDIUIDURL Indluldual awareness
 
Perceptions Behauioral change
 
Impact on others
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ORGnNIZflTION: SCHOOL MISSION.COMMUNITV.AND PARENTS
 
To make the multicultural innouations succeed betmeen
 
1991-1996,some of the existing norms at the Middle School
 
must change. Although not all of these are knouin get,some
 
desired behauiors are quite euident. Forinstance,recruitment
 
and enrollment techniques must achieue and maintain diuersitg
 
throughout the school. The cultural composition of the staff
 
should closeig reflect or represent that of the student bodg to
 
ensure a uarietg of role models and educational eKperiences.
 
Communication among administrators,teachers, parents,
 
local agencies and businesses,and students needs to improue
 
drasticallg. LJhether feedback from ang internal and enternal
 
source is through questions,criticism,suggestions,or approual,
 
it should be respected and receiue immediate response.
 
LUheneuer possible,the school site should also be sensitiue to
 
other communitg needs. For ewample,administrators and
 
program planners must consider cost,scheduling,and
 
transportation for children and parents uiho may uiant to
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 attend academic and eKtracurriciJlar functions. Informal
 
potlucks and after school/uiork festiultles could be eKcellent
 
icebreakers. But ineuitably^ netuibrking and cooperation must
 
occur to emphasize learning. Then the students mould haue to
 
acquire a nem attitude ahout the purpose of middle school and
 
take their studies seriouslg to prepare for high school. In that
 
mag,theg could see the importance of education and hom it
 
relates to their euerydagliues.
 
In regard to educators,the teachers mould haue to he
 
trained hom to facilitate changes in curriculum and class
 
instruction. Seueral must adjust to heing culturally
 
open-minded "team players." Teachers mould haue to
 
recognize their omn biases and resist being judgmental or
 
heing polarizing extremes hecause of differences.
 
Professionally, more time has to he allotted for departmental
 
discussions to coordinate 7th and 8th grade curriculum goals,
 
tilithout proper inseruicing,the transformation inuolued from
 
heing creatiue indmiduals to teani memhers consulting about
 
lesson/unit changes mould he too difficult. Unless teachers
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mere directly inuolued in decision-making,some mouid resent
 
the loss of their indiuldual autonomy and become frustrated.
 
One of the best mays to approach attaining cultural
 
amareness in the classroom is progressiuely ouertime. For
 
optimal deuelopment of multicultural education,teaching
 
themes and strategies should be diuided into four fleKible
 
stages. First, recognition of the impact students' heritage has
 
on their liues needs to occur. For this to take place, all
 
obseruations and class discussions must be nonjudgmental to
 
allom comfortable, unlimited eKchanges and eKperiences.
 
Second,acceptance or rejection may result,depending on bom
 
students cope mith the nem information and their indiuidual
 
reactions to unfamiliar ideas. Third,some healthy form of
 
integration or ethnocentrism can transpire,once youngsters
 
learn to empathize mith diuerse groups. Lastly, in a safe
 
sharing enuironment,students can transcend the initial
 
amkmardness and come to respect their different backgrounds
 
and perspectiues(Gaston,1984, pp. 1-13).
 
Undoubtedly that mould be an eKcellent start, but there
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must also be adequate teuts,supplementary materials,and
 
library resources to ensure successfui implementation. More
 
importantly,a formal curriculum and direction needs to be
 
formatted and foilouied. it should shoui a continuum of
 
Language Arts skiils and actiuities. A committee of teachers,
 
parents,and students couid outiine a detailed scope and
 
sequence schedule. After being actiuely inuolued in the
 
curricuia change,they uiouid haue the focus required to attain
 
schoiastic goais together.
 
BAAAIEAS TO CHANGE
 
Many instructors and parents haue eupressed
 
misconceptions about multicuiturai education and perceiue it as
 
a threat to their eKisting attitudes and assumptions about iife
 
inside and outside of the classroom. By including and informing
 
ali those uiho may be affected, parents,educators,and chiidren
 
may reach tolerance and comfort leuels necessary to eupiore
 
multicuiturai actiuities. Community inuoiuement and parent
 
participation are essentlai prerequisites for success in school.
 
Otherujise, their confusion and resistance may stifle any initial
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acceptance of these neui culturally-cQnscious programs
 
(Ramsey,1987,pp. 169-70K
 
Barriers and resistance to the change haue come from
 
seueral sources,ranging from students and parents to
 
certificated employees. For enample,during interuleuis a 7th
 
grader said,"This school doesn't haue the right books or
 
equipment forour regular classes Or P. E. But eueryone
 
enpects us to learn uihat uie can and like it. lUell, uie don't."
 
Similarly, at Open House,one parent of a 7th grade student
 
said,"I knoui you teachers are really trying to make the best
 
Of a bad situation. But I gotta tell you,it's hard to keep a
 
straight face uihen my son comes home complaining about
 
trying to read or study from poorly neroKed handouts cause
 
you can't afford to Send books home."
 
Tuio ueteran Language Rrts teachers shared their opinions
 
also. The first remarked,"I'ue been teaching longer than some
 
of these people around here haue been born. Hoiu can they
 
dream up stuff ouer the summer and tell me I haue to change
 
uihat I'ue been doing for ouer tuienty yearsi" The second
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candidly stated,"I agree inith the ideas being proposed in the
 
curriculum. But uie don't haue the supplies me need;so houj
 
can Lue be held accountabie for meeting the proposed
 
objectiues? Being idealistic is one thing, but losing gourjob
 
ouer a technicalitg is another." In additibn,one teacher Just
 
Joining the neui District commented,"1 think the old district
 
lost sight of its educational obligation during the lauisuit. If
 
children mere really a primarg concern,those people mould
 
haue sent ouer all of the stuff me needed to teach the
 
students. Euen though the curriculum mould haue been
 
temporary,the transition mould haue been hard enough
 
mithout their resistance.Euergone mas so caught up in the
 
politics and ego-tripping, nobody really mon anything. In the
 
long run,the kids are losing out."
 
Despite the differences in perspectiues,there seemed to be
 
some concensus about the curricuiar changes in the Language
 
Arts department. LUhile most agreed mith the agenda for
 
changes and nem ideas,they belieued initial restructuring mas
 
done hastily. School sites and staffs mere not prepared to
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undertake such an infiuu of elementary schaol students. They
 
just simply lacked the secondary materials and tramlny to
 
transform them Into middle school students. Consequently,
 
resistant attitudes arose from the confusion.
 
For more clarity, multicultural education should be ouertly
 
eualuated by formatlue and summatiue measures. The first
 
simply means teachers continuously use a culturally-conscious
 
scope to determine resources and concepts couered In their
 
dally lessons,thematic units,and Interactlue actlultles.
 
Second,summatiue eualuatlon would Inuolue the teacher's
 
ongoing periodic assessment of the children's reaction to and
 
benefit from such strategies(Ramsey,1987, pp. 192-5).
 
Before engaging in formatlue planning,the teacher could
 
use the following eight-Item checklist to select appropriate
 
materials and to meet specific objectlues:
 
1."deuelop posltlue gender,racial, class, cultural, and
 
Indluldual Identities
 
2. deuelop ability to identify,empathize,and relate
 
with Indlulduals from other groups
 
3. deuelop respect and appreciation for waysIn which
 
other people Hue
 
4. deuelop a concern and Interest In others,a willingness
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to include others,and a desire to cooperate
 
5. deuelop a realistic auiareness of contemporary
 
society,a sense of social responsibility, and an actiue
 
concern for people outside of theirimmediate
 
enuironment
 
6. deuelop autonomy to become critical analysts and
 
actiuists in their social enuironment
 
7. deuelop educational Skills and social knoujiedye that
 
mill enable them to become full participants in all
 
aspects of society
 
8. deuelop effectiue and reciprocal relationships
 
betuieen homes and schools"(Ramsey,1987,
 
pp. 192-5).
 
Before engaginy in summatiue planning,the teacher could
 
use the folloming four-item checklist to determine the areas in
 
uihjch children need to be progressing:
 
1."the ability to take another person's point of uieui
 
2. the leuel of social responsibility
 
3. the inclusionary uersus eKclusionary behauior
 
4. the grouping by patterns of children "(Ramsey,1987,
 
pp.54-5).
 
To be fair,one must keepIn mind that the restructuring is
 
designed to take about fiue years. During this time,input and
 
feedback can be obtained from all sources inuolued mho are
 
milling to participate. So,the "bn-going innouation" may
 
produce uarious outcomes;but eKactly mhat those may be is
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 hard to predict. "To moue monocultural organizations toward
 
multiculturalism,change agents mustseek ouerall system
 
change"(See Figure 1). Ultimateiy,the success of the proposed
 
changes will depend on the ouerali staff,student,and
 
community eualuation and acceptance of the plan.
 
If all goes well, members of this Riuerside area will reap the
 
benefits of flue key philosophical functions of education. Firsts
 
multicultural education will prouide a safe,cooperatiue
 
learning ehuironment that promotes student pride. Once
 
students haue a positiue self-image,they tend to use more
 
higher order thinking slcills. They are less reluctant to share
 
their ideas or to eKpress themselUes. Then the school can
 
measure their achieuement and effort, in addition to pupil
 
participation in classroom actiuities,the school will offer
 
parents opportunities to obserue and glue feedback.
 
Second,each student may at least receiue a
 
culturally-enriched education Qjhlcli js essential to function in a
 
diuerse society. In other words,these children will know how
 
to demonstrate their indiuidual perspectiues and competencies
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in the areas of reading and mriting. SImultaneouslg,students
 
master the series of skills needed to pass state-mandated
 
proficiencg tests and job entrance enams.
 
Third,the proposed comprehensiue curriculum will meet
 
students' needs. LUhile eKpected to comprehend large amounts
 
of knowledge,students will do more than mereig memorize
 
definitions and facts. To get the students actiuelg engaged and
 
on task,instructors must encourage them to incorporate their
 
own personal eKperiences into euerg lesson. Bg using their
 
multicultural backgrounds as a foundation for learning,
 
students will be motluated to grasp a meaningful
 
understanding of the concepts. Students learn better bg
 
relating new material to their own eKperiences.
 
Fourth,students will deuelop interpersonal skills because a
 
quality education has to enrich students'Hues intellectually,
 
socially, emotionally,and physically. Often students are their
 
own best teachers. Letting pupils work in groups with peers to
 
translate and to reinterpret each others'ideas improues their
 
communication skills. Reinforcing such cooperatiue learning
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projects Luith periodic guidance aiiouis students to become
 
productiue, ujell-rounded members of society.
 
Fifth,lesson pians Luili be changed Luheneuer situational
 
factors necessitate reuislon. The course guide outiines
 
objectiues that are fleKible enough to educate the students
 
and to address the needs of the community at the same time.
 
This format capitaiizes on the chiidren's creatiuity instead of
 
insisting they conform to rigid standards. Students striue to
 
attain simiiar educational goals, mithout sacrificing their
 
indiuiduaiity. Ouerail,the muiticuitural philosophy enables
 
students to haue some responsibility for mhat and houi they
 
learn and combines a student and society-based strategy.
 
The district should seek support systems to inuest time and
 
money into school programs to lighten the burden of creating
 
and accepting changes. Once united, parents,educators,and
 
community members may ''encourage students to accept
 
themselues and others as people ujith simiiarities that make us
 
all human and differences that make us unique. Thus,students
 
LJill learn to respect a mide range of diuersity,including
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physical differences,emotional differences,cultural
 
differences,and differences in life-styies among indiuiduals
 
and groups"(Office of Intergroup Relations, 1979, pp. 1-2).
 
Bny dollar amount is uiell spent to auoid stifling some
 
students or hindering their participation in education.
 
Gueruiheiming them mith dominant traditional ualues and
 
uieuipoints deuastates and destroys too many minority
 
youngsters'ambitions. Muiticultural techniques offer
 
adolescents knouiledge about unfamiliar lifestyles and
 
traditions and the opportunity to combine aspects of them to
 
enhance their ouin unique way of life. They also inform
 
students about how different nondominant nationalities
 
contributed to the dynamics of what makes Rmerica the great
 
nation it is.
 
Rduocates of diuerse teaching methodoiogies use unbiased
 
literature to enpose students to historical OKperiences of
 
numerous nondominant groups to understand better how some
 
Of their cultural uaiues and behauiors haue been shaped. Then
 
students can continue to oKplore ideas with each other in
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nonthreatening,supportiue luays,rather than uiolating their
 
peers unknouiingly.
 
No manipuiatiue kit or loorksheet can enable students to
 
haue hands-on enperience using concepts such as freedom of
 
speech,respect for felioui humankind,tolerance,fairness,and
 
passiue persuasion. Houjeuer,literature can.
 
English instructors can help students do more than read and
 
uirite Luell. Giuen adequate resources and training,they may
 
enable children to regard Language Rrts as an dynamic tool for
 
uiritten and oral communication in their daily Hues. The lessons
 
improue reading, mriting,listening, and speaking abilities to
 
communicate rationally uiith felloui citizens and future
 
co-uiorkers. Neuertheless,the focus remains on the
 
importance of maintaining an open mind and
 
perspectiue-taking ujhen communicating,uihether issues are
 
common or controuersial.
 
Time has been dedicated to deueloping this curriculum that
 
mill "undermine inequality; prepare youth for participation in
 
economic democracy;create understanding of horn to fight
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oppression; balance self-deuelopment luith directed teaching;
 
deuelop aiijareness of Luorker-control eKperiments and of
 
class-consciousness;inspire a sense of poiuer and mutual
 
respect; discuss and shouj humane alternatiues"(Shor,1986 p.
 
■174).- • ■ . ■■ 
Unless pedagogy deuelops student abilities/skills on seueral 
leueis, students from nondominant backgrounds uiill not be 
empouiered. Furthermore, to these pupils concepts like: 
inquiry, social perception, self-knouiledge, peer relations, 
constructiue engagement of the teacher, reflection on the 
making and remaking of knouiledge and culture uiill merely be 
'meaningless buzz ujords' used In education" (Shor, 1986, p. 
188). 
Upcoming generations need to engage in deep 
student-stimulated and student-centered inquiries and 
discussions about key themes or questions; then relate their 
interests to the content-area. Ouerall, the goal mould be 
respectfully to use student ideas and merge their concrete 
eKperiences into the academic lessons. 
68 
The follotuing curriculum has diuerse,open-ended
 
multicultural actiuities that haue enough elasticity to
 
encourage students to see their educational ualue; Once pupils
 
see the importance and relate it to their oiun euperiences,they
 
Luill become more committed and motiuated to learning.
 
Guerall,the education system must take a significant and
 
long Ouerdue step In its attempt to create equality-rich class
 
climates. The day of racially-tense enuironments should be as
 
far in the past as the historical 1954 Bromn us.Board of
 
Education ofTooeka case's uerdict to desegregate schools
 
(Baker,1977,pp. 16-7).
 
In conclusion,the district should uiisely inuest in this
 
priceless currlcular packet. Its teachers could then haue the
 
means necessary to enhance one of the strongest
 
literature-based curricula in the country.
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CHAPTER FlUE:
 
NEUJ DISTRICT'S
 
MULTICULTURRL EDUCRTIONRL CURRICULUM
 
LRNGURGE ARTS 7
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CONTENT: THE FOLLOLUING OUTIINES RPPROKIMHTE RMOUNT OF
 
TIME TO BE SPENT TERCHING THE UNITS FOR
 
LRNGURGES RRTS 7:
 
UNIT I: Stages of Rdolescence 9
 
UNIT II: Rnimals'Language and Interdependence 9
 
UNIT III: Historical Oeuelopment of Desire to Fly 9
 
UNIT lU: Interpretations ofPast Ciuilizations 9
 
UNIT U: EKtended Skills *** throughout course
 
-Planning,deueloping,eualuating,and
 
presentingIndiuidual and groups projects
 
INSTRUCTIONRL STRflTEGIES: THF Fni inililNR nF^rRIRFS Hnill THF
 
CLRSS UJILL BE TRUGHT.
 
The teacher uiill: 1. alternattuely instruct directly to small and
 
entire class clusters.
 
2.enhance teaching strategies by using
 
uarious forms of modern technology.
 
3.create opportunity for discussion among
 
groups of different sizes.
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4. prouide cultural and research projects.
 
5.Issue Immediate critique and feedback on
 
assignments to include opportunities to
 
resubmlt edited uiork
 
6.follouj llterature/uirlting based curriculum.
 
7.Identify optimal enulronment to match
 
student's cbgnltlue and morality leuels.
 
8. make proulslons for peer tutoring and
 
learning centers
 
TEHTBOOkS. CORE. AND SUPPLEMENTfll liJORKS:
 
1.TERTBOOkS
 
fl.English UJrltlnq and Skills Holt, Bhlnehard,and UJInston, Inc.,
 
Copyright 1988
 
B.Star tUalk Slluer Burdett & GInn
 
Copyright 1989
 
C.Elements of Literature Holt.RinRhart^ and nilngtnn
 
Copyright 1989
 
2. CORE
 
fl.Mara.Oaughter of the Nile
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B.Treasure Island
 
C. fl Day No Pigs IBould Die
 
5. SUPPlEMENTflL BOOKS/MflTERIflLS
 
fl.Nouels
 
1. fliice in ilionderland
 
2.Through the Looking Glass
 
5. flduentures of Sherlock Holmes
 
4.Medieual Mgths
 
5.Robin Hood
 
B.Magazines
 
1. National Geograhic
 
2.Essence
 
3.Ebony.
 
4.Jet
 
C. Newspapers
 
1 ■ Black Uoice
 
2.La Goinion
 
5.Los flngeles Times
 
4.Press Enternrise
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D. Recominended Cultural Reading
 
1. Katz.Phuliis fl.. ed.Toiuards the Erimination ofRacism.
 
Neiu Vork: Pargamon Press,1976.
 
2.Sedlacek,lllilUam E., and Brooks,Glenuiood C.
 
Racism In flmerican Education: fl Model for Change.
 
Chicago: Nelson-Hall,1976.
 
3. LUitt, Shirley,and Sterner. Stan eds.The HJag: fl flntholngij
 
of flmerican Indian Literature. Neio Vork: Knopf,1972
 
4.Josephu. fluin M..ed.Red Pomer: The flmerican Indian
 
Fight for Freedom. Nem Vork: Mrnraiii-Hill-1971
 
5.SImmen.Edinard.ed.Pain and Promise: The Chicano
 
Today. Nem Vork: Mem flmerican Library, 1972.
 
6. MclHilliams, Carey. North from MeKico: The
 
SDanlsh-SDeakIng People ofthe United States.
 
llJesport, CN: Greenmood Press, 1968.
 
7. Ualdez, Luis,and Steiher,Stan,eds. flztlan. fln flntholngij
 
of MeKlcan flmerican Literature. Nem Vork: Knopf, 1972.
 
8.KItano, Harry H. Japanese flmerlcans. FnglP.iiinnflig riiffg^
 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1976.
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9.Sung,B. L.The Story of the Chinese in flmerica Neuj Vork:
 
Macmillan,1974.
 
10. fldoffi flrnold. editor. Black Out Loud: fln flntholoqy of
 
Modern Poems by Black flmericans. Macmilan 1970.
 
11. Rdoff,Rrnold,editor. I Rm the Darker Brother: Rn
 
Rnthology of Modern Poems by Negro Rmericans.
 
Macmillan 1968.
 
12. Rdoff,Rrnold,editor. My Black Me: R Beolnnlng Book of
 
Black Poetry.Dutton 1974.
 
4. Rudlo-Ulsuals
 
R. Films
 
1. Connecting IDhat Vou Knouj llJIth IDhat's On The Page
 
2.Decoding UJords in ConteKt
 
3. Draming Conclusions
 
4. Integrating Comprehension Strategies
 
5.Story Maoolng
 
6. Identifying Main Idea and Details
 
B. Uldeos
 
1.To Build R Fire
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2. UJitchcraft in flmerica:Behind the Crucible
 
3.The Making ofTU Neuis
 
4.Second Step: Check It Out
 
5.Second Steo: Uiolence Preuention Curriculum
 
C. Computer Softuiare
 
1.Parts of Speech
 
2.Essential Grammar
 
3.Essential Punctuation
 
4.Super Story Tree
 
5.Land of the Unicorn:
 
fin flduenture in Synonyms,Rntonyms,and Logic
 
6.The Portrait Series: Poets
 
7.The Portrait Series; lUomen lUriters
 
8.Knowledge Quest Essentials
 
9. LUord nttack Plus
 
5. EUTENDED UJORKS - HONORS/GRTF
 
n. Call of the UJild
 
B.Pride and Preiudice
 
C.Ten Little Indians fflnd Then There UJere Nnnel
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 COURSE OBJECTIUES
 
I. INDIUIDUni RND GROUP LISTENING SKILLS
 
fl. Follouis Oral Directions
 
1. UJrItes Dictated Paragraph
 
2. Follouis Oral DirectiQns
 
3. Identifies Objeciues
 
B. Recognizes Listening Behaulors
 
1. Selects flppropriate Listening Behauior
 
2. Clarifies And Negotiates Goals And Plans
 
3. Rnalgzes fllternatiues Rnd Roles
 
4.Takes Another's Uiempoint
 
5. Uses Interpersonal Skills
 
6. Cooperates lUith Oiuerse Others
 
7.lUorks To Resolue Conflicts
 
C. Identifies Main Idea
 
0. Interprets Point Of Uieui From Oral Reading
 
1. Identifies Point Of Uieui
 
2. Rnalgzes Influence Of Heritage
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3. Interprets Personal Heritage
 
4. Distinguishes Betujeen Poujerful Rnd Pouierless
 
Perspectiues
 
5.Becomes Rmare Of Rttitudes Rnd Behauiors
 
That Instigate Conflict
 
6. Intreprets Information
 
7. Relates Ideas To Personal Enperiences
 
8.Pinpoints Their Ouin Ualues
 
9.EKamines Their Omn Rnd Others' Ualues In Terms
 
OfTheir Consequences
 
10. Oeuelops Tolerance For Ualue Existing Conflicts
 
II. ORRL LRNGURGE SKILI S
 
R. Reads Orally
 
1. Reads Orally For Purpose
 
2.Practices Oral Communication Skills
 
3. Receiues Rnd Responds To Feedback
 
B. Presents OraiSummaryOr Report
 
1. Giues Rn Oral Summary
 
2.Presents Oral Report
 
a.EKchange ideas in uiords and in luriting
 
b. Rdjust to peopie/hauing an audience
 
3. Critiques The Performance
 
a.Prouides self ujith feedback
 
b. Monitors progress
 
iii. HOLISTIC LITERflTURE flPPROflCH
 
R. Understands Elements Of Literature
 
1. Identifies Elements Of Literature
 
a. plot
 
b. setting
 
c. characterization
 
d. mood/tone
 
e. climaK/turning point
 
2. Understands Literarg Terms
 
3.Recognizes Tgpes Of Literature
 
4. Identifies Plot Sequence
 
B. Recognizes Topic Sentence, Main Idea,Rnd
 
Supporting Details
 
1. Identifies Topic Sentence
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2. Identifies Main Idea
 
3. Identifies Supporting Details
 
lU. INTEGRnTEO SUBSKILLS FOR flNflLVSIS
 
n. Comprehends Meanings OfIDords
 
1. Uses Content Clues
 
2. Identifies Pronoun Reference
 
3.Identifies PrefiK,Root,or Suffin
 
4.Identifies Meaning Of Prefin, Root,or Suffin
 
5.Selects Sgnongm
 
6.Selects Rntongm
 
7.Selects Homonym
 
B. Differentiates Fact From Opinion
 
1.Identifies Fact Rnd Opinion
 
2. Understands Cultural Influences and Differences
 
3. Clarifies Personal Ualues
 
4.Distinguishes Betuieen Myths/Stereotypes and
 
Facts
 
5. Recognizes Prejudice Rttitudes/Behauiors
 
C. Make Conclusions,inferences,Rnd Predictions
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1.Drams Conclusions
 
a. OeuelopsIndependent thoughts
 
b. Hypothesize for oneself about problems/tasks
 
2.Identifies Inferences
 
3.Predicts Euents
 
a. Folloms logical patterns
 
b. Foretells outcomes based on enperience
 
and/or creatiuitg
 
D. Identifies fluthor's Intent and Hudience
 
1. Identifies Rutbor's Intent
 
2. Identifies nutbor's Intended Rudience
 
3.Eualuates Motiues
 
4.flnalgzes fludience's(Intended)Response
 
5.Eualuates Consequences
 
E. Recognizes Cause and Effect
 
1. Identifies Cause and Effect
 
F. Understands Critical Questions
 
1. Identifies Critical Questions
 
2. Uses Inquirg To Relate Main Ideas To
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Ouerall Concepts
 
G. Makes Comparisons Ond Contrasts
 
1. Determines Comparisons Rnd Contrasts
 
2. Categorizes Simiiarities and Differences
 
H. Compietes Rnaiogies
 
1. Identifies Rnaiogies
 
2. Compietes Rnaiogies
 
I. Interprets Propaganda Techniques
 
1. Recognizes bias,sianted interpretation,and
 
eKaggeration
 
2. identifies,inuestigates,and euaiuates the range of
 
euidence and perspectiues inuoiued
 
3. Determines choices auaiiabie to them and makes
 
informed decisions
 
4.Rnalyzes reasoning behind arguments people pose
 
and the effects of their actions
 
5. Rpplies uarious techniques to enhance one's omn
 
communication and persuasion skills
 
6. identifies biases in the media
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IU. lURITING PROCESS
 
n. lOrites To Prompt-CRP Skill Rreas/Rubrics
 
1. Writes Descrlptiue/EKpository IRork
 
2. Writes Report Of Information
 
3. Writes Eualuation: Judgment On Worth
 
4. Writes Problem Solution
 
5. Writes Rutobiographical Incident
 
6. Writes Firsthand Biography
 
7. Writes Obseruational Essay
 
8. Writes Story
 
9. Writes Friendly Letter
 
10. Writes Summary Or Synopsis
 
11. Writes Speculation Rbout Causes
 
B. Uses Preuirlting Skills
 
1. Understands relationship betuieen writing process
 
and uirlting product
 
a. Identifies topic
 
b. Identifies purpose
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c. Identifies organization pattern(eKamples)
 
1. description
 
2.comparison/contrast
 
3. definition
 
4. narration
 
5.cauSe/effect
 
d. identifies genre(eKampies)
 
1.ietter of uarious types
 
2. proposai
 
3. report
 
4.essay
 
5.formai speech
 
e. Identifies audience
 
2. Organizes Ideas
 
a. determines reasons
 
b. enumerates/giues eKamples
 
c. discusses implications
 
C. LUrites Draft
 
1. Generates Draft
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a. Distinguishes releuant from irreieuant materiai
 
b. deuelops structure
 
c.focuses on additional material as needed
 
0.Reuises LUritten LUork
 
1. Recognizes Rnd Uses Compelete Sentences
 
2. Recognizes Rnd Uses Sentence Uariety
 
3. Uses Rppropriate UJord Choice Rnd Diction
 
4. Uses Topic Sentences,Details,Transitions, Rnd Ciosure
 
E. Edits For Grammar,Usage,Rnd Mechanics
 
1. Corrects Spelling
 
2. Corrects Subject/Uerb Agreement
 
3. Corrects Uerb Tenses
 
U. USES ORGRNIZflTION AND STUDV SiCii i ?;
 
fl. Uses Drganizing Skills
 
1. Classifies And Organizes
 
2.Places Euents In Chronological Order
 
3. Completes Rn Outline
 
B. Recognizes Parts Of R Book
 
1. Identifies Parts Of R Book
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2.Knows How To Identify Bibliographical Information
 
C. Understands Objectiue Test Taking
 
1. Identifies Test Taking Procedures
 
2.Deuelops And Use Rppropriate Study Skills
 
Ul.LIBRBRV/RESEBRCH SKILLS
 
R. Uses Card Catalog Rnd Oewey Decimal System
 
1. Identifies Information From Card Catalog
 
2.Determines Correct Heading
 
B. Understands Plagiarism
 
1. Determines Rppropriate Presentation
 
2. Uses Community Members Rs Resources
 
3. Uses School PersonnelRs Resources
 
C. Uses Dictionary Skills
 
1. Selects Rlphabetical Order
 
2. Understands Guide LUords
 
3. Uses Pronunciation Key
 
Uii. EHTENDFD SKILI S
 
R. Plans,DeueiOps,Implements,Eualuates Project
 
1. Finds Dr Is Presented lUith R Topic
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2. Narrouis flnd Focuses
 
3. Formulates R Thesis Statement(If uiritten) Or
 
CentraMdeadf audio or uisual)
 
4. Coiiects information Rnd Rrguments Or Materials
 
5. Reuises For Clarity Rnd Correctness
 
B. Presents Finished Project
 
C. Reads LLIorks From Entended Lists
 
1. Reads Orally From Minority-authored Tents
 
2.Supplements Recommended Reading List LUith LUorks
 
Of Oujn Interest
 
0. Participates in Multi-group Class Rctiuities
 
1. Oiscusses Intergroup Confiict(s)
 
a.cultural differences
 
b.stereotypes
 
c.tension/hostility
 
d. peer pressure
 
2. Roie plays Scenario
 
3. Constructiueiy Oefines Problem(s)
 
4. Uses Probiem-soiuing Skills To Find Better
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RIternatiues Rnd Solutions
 
a.Identifies fact and opinion
 
b.identifies cause and effect
 
c.identifies propaganda(persuasiue)techniques
 
d.identifies protagonist,antagonist
 
e. makes inferences,dram conclusions
 
5. Deueiops Intergroup Skills
 
a. deuelops uiriting skills
 
b. deueiops speaking skills
 
c. deueiops listening skills
 
d.deueiops sensitiuitg for others bg doing
 
perspectiue-taking
 
6. Writes R Draft Rbout The Class Rctiuitg Using Rt
 
Least One OfThe Folloujing Guidelines:
 
a. historical research
 
h.summarg/sgnopsis
 
c.Judgment of worth essag
 
d.comparison/contrast essag
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